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Appendix C 

Agricultural Lands Survey, 1998 
The 1998 Agricultural Lands Survey was designed and written the first few months of 1998.  The 
County was divided into seven survey areas:  Southwest, Touchet, South central, Mountain, 
Airport, North central, and Northwest.  The planning areas of Mill Creek and Russell Creek were 
excluded because they had been part of GMA planning efforts in 1992 and 1993. Individual 
surveys were designed for each survey area, with some overlap between the majority of questions 
on surveys, and each containing very specific questions targeted solely at the survey respondents 
of that particular region.  Surveys were mailed to 2,169 property owners from April to June of 
1998.  The County had an overall response rate of 18.12% with some survey areas having a return 
rate as high as 21.74%.  The survey was followed by a series of public meetings throughout the 
County for each of the survey areas.  Individual invitations were sent to all 2,169 original 
recipients and any additional, new property owners that may not have been part of the original 
survey.  News releases were also sent to the local newspapers. 

The meetings were well attended and were used to further clarify the results of the Agricultural 
Survey.  During each meeting a PowerPoint presentation was shown in which attendees viewed a 
synopsis of what comprehensive planning is (per GMA), the history of comprehensive planning 
already undertaken by Regional Planning, the results of their highly individualized survey area, 
an average respondent profile, a discussion of how the County code currently works, and a 
discussion of alternative land use/division practices.  At each meeting, a proposal based on GMA 
planning practice and customized to survey area responses was put on the table for discussion.  
During this time, attendees were encouraged to fill out worksheets that depicted the future 
proposal(s) and also that depicted currently allowed land use preferences, in an attempt to clarify 
the true desires of area respondents.  Following is a synopsis of survey area proposals considered 
for the Comprehensive Plan. 

Mountain 
A twenty acre minimum lot size with a two acre minimum buildable space was proposed for any 
land divisions.  An increase to the exemption for review of exempt land divisions from the 
current 20 acre threshold was also included.  Land uses allowed in the newly designated area 
were also included for future clarification.  As a result of the findings of the survey and the 
comments received at the public meeting, the lands within the Mountain Survey Area are 
included in this plan as Rural Remote rather than a resource classification. 
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Touchet 
A line was drawn around the town site of Touchet utilizing the Touchet River as the western 
border and the Eastside Irrigation Canal as the eastern border.   The proposal was for a five acre 
lot size with continuation of short plats and subdivisions inside the border and a twenty acre lot 
size with clustered or non-clustered short plats only (no subdivisions) outside the border.  A 
designated overlay zone for tourism related commercial uses was also proposed running along 
both sides of the State Route 12.  Some proposed uses within this zone were small-scale 
commercial retail, restaurants, wineries, gift shops, bed and breakfasts, catering establishments, 
and produce stands. 

North Central 
A minimum 80-160 acre parcel size with discontinuation of subdivisions and the alternative to 
cluster or do traditional short plats utilizing the new minimum lot size was proposed. 

Airport 
The thrust of the proposal was a minimum 80-160 acre parcel size with discontinuation of 
subdivisions and the alternative to cluster or do traditional short plats utilizing the new minimum 
lot size.  There was also a proposal for a five to ten acre zone outlying the areas east and west of 
the City of Waitsburg. 

Northwest 
A minimum lot size of 80-160 acres was proposed for the majority of the central, eastern, and 
northern portions of the Northwest Area.  Much like the Airport and the North central Areas, this 
area would not allow subdivision, but would allow clustered and traditional short plats.  A smaller 
agricultural size was proposed for areas adjacent to the Industrial UGA moving northward and 
surrounding the west side of McNary wildlife refuge, then extending north and east to Ice Harbor 
Drive and the Sun Harbor/Bison Estates area.  A highway agri-processing overlay zone was also 
proposed for the properties off of Highway 124 running east toward Broetje Orchards. 

South Central 
A minimum lot size of 20 acres with no subdivisions, but allowing planned unit developments 
and traditional short plats, was proposed for outlying areas on the far east and far west reaches of 
the South central Planning Area.  Areas following the highway and lying south of the Cities of 
Walla Walla and College Place were proposed to have a ten acre zone and development standards 
much like what currently exist.  Clustered land divisions were not part of this proposal. 
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Southwest 
The proposal for this area was for an 80-160 acre lot size with clustered and traditional short plats 
only (no subdivisions). 

*It is important to note that these proposals were proposals only.  Though these set the stage for 
many actions proposed in the plan, subsequent meetings with the public called for research that 
altered this approach in certain areas. 

 

 



 


































